High School - Grades 9-12
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Supply List
High School 2018-2019

EXPO Markers (Pack of 3-4 for classroom use)
Hand Sanitizer pump bottle - boys only
Disinfecting Wipes - girls only
Tissue (2 boxes)
Paper Towels (2 rolls)
Pencils
Pens (black/blue/red)
Construction Paper (1 pack)
Printer Paper (1 ream)
Notebook paper - College Ruled
USB Flash Drive
Headphones (USB or 3.5 mm)
Markers
Colored Pencils
Glue Sticks
Scissors
Combination Lock for locker
Book Covers (Be prepared to cover all textbooks with a paper cover during the 1st week of school.)

MATH
9

Algebra 1

Scientific Calculator - Preferred Models TI - 30 XS or TI - 30 XIIS
Pencils(all Tests and Quizzes must be taken in pencil)
5 subject notebook and folders - OR - 2"-3" 3 Ring Binder with dividers and loose leaf
paper.
Graph Paper ( Quad Rule 4x4) (if using a binder there is pre punched graph paper)
Suggested items: large eraser, extra loose leaf paper, index cards, highlighters,
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Algebra 2

Graphing Calculator - Preferred Models TI - 83 or TI - 84 ( If different model is purchased
student must learn how to use other calculator on their own)
Pencils (all Tests and Quizzes must be taken in pencil)
5 Subject Notebook and folders - OR - 2" - 3" 3 Ring Binder with dividers and loose leaf
paper.
Graph Paper (Quad Rule 4x4) (if using a binder there is pre punched graph paper)
Suggested items: large eraser, extra loose leaf paper, index cards, highlighters, extra
AAA batteries for graphing calculators

10

Geometry

A calculator with Trigonometry functions ( all calculators listed above will work and be
allowed)
Pencils (all Tests and Quizzes must be taken in pencil)
Geometry Kit including a compass, protractor, and ruler.
Notebook ( 3 - 5 subject notebook suggested)
Folder or 2"-3" 3 Ring Binder with dividers and loose leaf paper
Index Cards ( Multi colored pack preferred)
Graph Paper (Quad Rule 4x4) (if using a binder there is pre punched graph paper)
Suggested items: large eraser, extra loose leaf paper, highlighters,
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Pre-Calculus

Graphing Calculator - Preferred Models TI - 83 or TI - 84 ( If different model is purchased
student must learn how to use other calculator on their own)
Pencils (all Tests and Quizzes must be taken in pencil)
Notebook (3 - 5 subject notebook suggested)
Folder or 2"-3" 3 Ring Binder with dividers and loose leaf paper
Graph Paper (Quad Rule 4x4) (if using a binder there is pre punched graph paper)
Suggested items: large eraser, extra loose leaf paper, index cards, highlighters, extra
AAA batteries for graphing calculators
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Statistics

Scientific Calculator ( TI - 30XS or TI - 30 XIIS prefered) or Graphing Calculator (TI - 83 or
TI - 84 preferred)
Pencils (all Tests and Quizzes must be taken in pencil)
Notebook
Folder or 2"-3" 3 Ring Binder with dividers and loose leaf paper
Suggested items: large eraser, extra loose leaf paper, Graph Paper (Quad Rule 4x4),
index cards, highlighters, extra AAA batteries for graphing calculators

ENGLISH
9

Intro to
Literature

Composition notebook (no spiral-bound)
Binder with dividers

10

World
Literature

Composition notebook (no spiral-bound)
Binder with dividers

11

American
Literature

Composition notebook (no spiral-bound)
Binder with dividers

12

British
Literature

Binder with dividers

12

Literature in
Film

Binder with dividers

12

AP English
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Creative
Writing/
Mythology

Composition notebook (no spiral-bound)
Binder with dividers

Science
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Biology

Pocket folder

11

Chemistry

Pocket folder
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Zoology

Pocket folder

Social Studies
9

Geography

Binder with dividers

10

World History

Binder with dividers

11

American
History

Binder with dividers

12

Civics

Binder with dividers

Bible
9

Leadership
Development

NIV Bible

9

Intro to
Christian
Through

NIV Bible

10

Critical
Issues in
Christian
Thought

NIV Bible

11

Biblical
Worldview

NIV Bible

12

Understanding
the Times

NIV Bible

World Language
9-12

All levels

Binder with dividers

Electives
Journalism

Spiral Notebook
Pocket Folder

PE/
Functional
Fitness

Students will need to bring a change of clothes for PE classes. These may be stored in
the locker rooms. Students must provide a combination lock (no key locks) with a copy of
the combination for the teacher.
Clothing required for PE classes include the following:
pair black shorts/sweats (seasonal) (Shorts must be no shorter than 2” above knee)
red t-shirt
pair of athletic socks
pair of tennis shoes (non-marking soles) (tennis shoes do not have to be new)

Psychology

Spiral notebook

Speech

Spiral Notebook

